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Annex I: Technical specifications

LOT 1 – Preparation, coordination and organisation of the Euroscola
programme

The firm selected (provider) will be required to run the Euroscola programme and motivate
the participants, supervise the young people who attend each Euroscola day and ensure that
they play an active part in the programme.

Information about the European institutions and the role of the European Parliament (EP) will
be provided by the Parliament representatives. Parliament will select the groups which are to
participate in the Euroscola programme.

The organisational arrangements for a standard Euroscola day will be handled by a team of
six: one main organiser and five assistant organisers who meet the following criteria:

 Main organiser:
Minimum language requirements: a perfect command of French and English plus a
third European Union official language; command of other official languages will be
an asset. The team as a whole must cover at least five official languages. Under the
supervision of the EP official responsible for Euroscola, the main organiser will act as
the ʻmoderator-organiserʼ and coordinate the dayʼs activities.

 Assistant organisers:
Minimum language requirements: a perfect command of French and English;
command of other official languages will be an asset. Responsible for setting up and
overseeing the use of special equipment, setting up the rooms to be used during the
day, issuing badges, and registering and supervising participants.

 Usher (OPTION):
Minimum language requirements: a perfect command of French and English.
Responsible for supervising the young people, escorting the groups to the Chamber,
restaurant and meeting rooms, monitoring activities in the meeting rooms, and tidying
the Chamber at the end of the day. These tasks will be overseen by a Parliament
usher.

All the members of the team should wear the same clothing so that they can be recognised
easily.

Parliament must be notified of any changes to the composition of the team at least one week
before the Euroscola day in question. Changes should be made only in exceptional
circumstances.

Any additional team members must be approved by Parliament (following receipt of the
person's CV).

Organisers will be responsible for performing the following tasks:

Preparations before the Euroscola day:

 The contractor will be responsible for preparing the ID badges for the groups and
young persons taking part in the day, using the lists provided by the Strasbourg
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Information Office (the Strasbourg Information Office will issue the badges for the
teachers and journalists attending).

 The contractor should prepare nine questions and answers (including four music-related
questions) for the final round of the Eurogame. These should be submitted in Word and
PowerPoint format at least one week before the event. Parliament will provide some
example questions. Several sets of questions and answers (max. six) will be needed, as
the Euroscola sessions are streamed online.

 The contractor should prepare survey questions (Parliament will provide examples).
 The contractor should choose a jingle to be played between the presentations of each

participating school during the morning session in the Chamber (taking due account
of copyright issues where necessary).

Standard Euroscola programme

8.00 Louise Weiss Building - Groups' entrance

- Reception of the groups (provider)
- Security check (EP)
- Distribution of badges and programme for the day (provider + ushers)
- Participants are divided into their multilingual working groups (provider)

European Parliament restaurant

- Escort the young people to the restaurant and supervise them during the coffee
break (provider + ushers)

- Escort the young people to the Chamber (provider + ushers)

Meanwhile:
- EP Euroscola team welcomes the teachers
- Accompany teachers to coffee break (EP)
- Welcoming address to the teachers (provider)
- Presentation and explanation of the programme for the day (provider)
- Accompany teachers for their official photograph (EP)
- Accompany teachers to the Chamber (EP)

10.00 European Parliament Chamber

- Young people take their places in MEPs' seats (EP + ushers)
- Welcoming address (EP)

Organisation of the morning section of the programme (provider)
- Introduction of EP staff (provider)
- Official photograph in the Chamber (EP)
- Presentation on Parliament and the EU by EP staff (EP)
- Presentation of each school by a pupil (one minute per school)

(Between each presentation: arrangements to be coordinated by provider)
- Survey (provider)
- Questions/debate on European integration (EP)
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- Closure of morning session (provider)

12.45 European Parliament restaurant

- Escort participants to the restaurant (EP + ushers)
- Lunch
- Supervise participants during the meal (provider + ushers)
- At the end of the meal, distribution of the Eurogame (prepared by the EP) and

explanation (provider collects the answers and hands them to the EP staff
member for marking)

- Escort young people to their respective working groups (provider)

14.00 Various meeting rooms (five or six depending on the number of topics)

- Working group meetings:
Discussion and exchanges of views on European priorities (topics studied by
the pupils in advance)

Ensure participation in the election of the president, a spokesperson and a
draftsperson from among the young people, and organisation of the debates
(provider)
Facilitate the smooth running of the meetings with a view to the drafting of a
joint resolution in each working group (provider)

- Escort participants to the Chamber (provider)

- Meanwhile: meeting of all the teachers and an EP administrator

16.00 European Parliament Chamber

- Opening of the afternoon session (provider)
- Presentation of the reports adopted in the working groups (EP)
- Summary and proposals (EP)
- 'Eurogame final' (the four best teams from the midday round of the game will

play the final round, by answering the nine questions prepared by the
provider)

- Prizegiving (EP)
- Flag ceremony (provider + pupils)
- European anthem

18.00 - Participants leave

All the members of the organisational team must be on hand at all times throughout the day –
from 30 minutes before the start of the Euroscola programme to 30 minutes after the pupils
leave, so that they can meet with staff of the Strasbourg Information Office to evaluate the
day.

The team will be required to meet senior staff of the Strasbourg Information Office
periodically to discuss the running of the programme (+/- four meetings a year).
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The EP may propose changes to the arrangements for and duration of the programme at any
time.

Location:

Euroscola days are held mainly on the European Parliament’s premises in Strasbourg.
However, they may also be held in another town or city, or even in another country. Travel
expenses are reimbursed on the basis of the cost of a first-class train ticket or an
economy-class plane ticket. Accommodation expenses are reimbursed as follows, in
accordance with European Parliament rules:

Destination Daily allowance
EUR

Hotel expenses
reimbursement ceiling

EUR
(breakfast not included)

Austria 95 130
Belgium 92 140
Bulgaria 58 169
Croatia 60 120
Cyprus 93 145
Czech Republic 75 155
Denmark 120 150
Estonia 71 110
Finland 104 140
France 95 150
Germany 93 115
Greece 82 140
Hungary 72 150
Ireland 104 150
Italy 95 135
Latvia 66 145
Lithuania 68 115
Luxembourg 92 145
Malta 90 115
Netherlands 93 170
Poland 72 145
Portugal 84 120
Romania 52 170
Slovakia 80 125
Slovenia 70 110
Spain 87 125
Sweden 97 160
United Kingdom 101 175
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Reports:

The contractor will draw up a report after each Euroscola day, outlining the successful
features of the morning session, the working group meetings and the afternoon session and
pinpointing aspects which could be improved.

EuroNest-Scola and EuroMed-Scola days:

EuroNest-Scola and EuroMed-Scola days are designed to complement the teaching provided
in schools in the Eastern Partnership countries (in the case of EuroNest) and the Barcelona
Process partner countries (EuroMed). Young people from all the EU Member States and
Eastern Partnership and Barcelona Process partner countries are invited to participate in the
programme. The programme lasts two full days – always a Sunday and a session-week
Monday. The dates are set around six months in advance.

Sample programme:

Sunday

9.15 Arrival of participants
Presentation and explanation of the programme for the day
Participants are divided into their multilingual working groups

10.00 - 12.45 Opening session in the Chamber
Young people take their places in MEPs' seats
Welcoming address
Presentation of the delegations
Presentation on the European Parliament and the EU by
EP staff members
Questions/discussion

13.00 Lunch and Eurogame
15.00 Working group meetings in the committee rooms

Discussions and exchanges of views on topics studied by the pupils in
advance. Appointment of a spokesperson and draftsperson

17.00 End of work

Monday

8.45 Arrival of groups
9.15 Plenary session in the Chamber

Photograph in the Chamber
Survey

9.30 - 12.15 Presentation of the reports adopted by the working groups and vote
12.30 Lunch
14.00 - 15.00 Plenary session in the Chamber with

the President of the European Parliament
14.20 Presentation of certificates by the President + photograph for each group
14.50 Closure of the session: European anthem and flag parade by spokespersons
15.30 Coffee break - Final round of Eurogame
17.00 Access to the public gallery for the opening of the part-session
17.30 Groups leave

Personal data protection:
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The sessions in the Chamber are webstreamed. Through the submission of a tender, all the
members of the provider's team automatically give their consent to appear in webstreamed
content, in accordance with the following regulation:

Personal data protection
(Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council)

Parliament plans to publish on the Internet images of your Euroscola day visit to the Louise
Weiss Building at the EP's seat in Strasbourg. These images might contain personal data
specific to you.

The data will take the form of photographs and/or video recordings shot in Parliament's
Chamber. The images will be webstreamed and distributed on social networks and the
European Parliament's website in order to promote the Euroscola project. The data published
on Parliament's website will be stored for a period of five years.

The photos and videos may be shot anywhere on Parliament’s premises, and in particular in
the Chamber. No names or references which make it possible to identify individual
participants will be added to the photos and/or videos of the event.

For further information, please contact the European Parliament's Data Protection Officer at:
Data-Protection@europarl.europa.eu
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Annex I: Technical specifications

LOT 2 – Promotional material

We need promotional material to help ensure that all Euroscola Days run smoothly. The
European Parliament will supply the branding and requisite display files.

Estimated annual quantities
Medals (total quantity for 4 years) 420

Sweatshirts (4 colourways) 400

Baseball caps (4 colourways) 400

Document wallets 1 000

European flags 600

Clear plastic badge holders 1 800

Voting cards 9 000

Fabric committee badges 12 000

OPTION: T-shirts 10 000

Bronze medals
80 mm in diameter, engraved on both sides (two different images)
In individual cases
Weight: 240 g
European manufacture

Sweatshirts
Colourways: white, blue, green and red, with white single-side printed text ‘EUROSCOLA
20xx’ (printed text in blue on white sweatshirts)
Ribbed neckband (seamless)
Taped shoulder-to-shoulder
Ribbed cuff and hem
Reinforced armhole and hem stitching
Tubular form
Quality 80% cotton / 20% polyester
Fabric weight 280 g/m2

Sweatshirt and baseball cap colours must be identical
Sizes L and XL
European brand. Manufacture to be subject to environmental and child-protection
certification (certificates to be supplied with sample)

Baseball caps
Colourways: white, blue, green and red, with white single-side printed text ‘EUROSCOLA
20xx’ (printed text in blue on white baseball caps)
Quality 100% cotton
Fabric weight 190 g/m2
Seamless front-panel reinforcing
Top stitching
Adjustable snap fastening
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Baseball cap and sweatshirt colours must be identical.
European brand. Manufacture to be subject to environmental and child-protection
certification (certificates to be supplied with sample)

Document wallets
Format 320 x 240 x 30 mm
White 8/10 polypropylene, flexible white carry strap, clip fastening
To be supplied assembled
Four-colour offset branding recto/verso
European manufacture

Flags
‘Europe’ flag
Supralon 100% polyester with webbing edge and eyelets
Individually wrapped
Format 1 x 1.50 m
European manufacture

Clear plastic badge holders
Clear plastic clip-on badge holders (9 x 6 cm) into which card badges for teachers, journalists
and observers can be inserted

Voting cards
Replica PVC SLE 4442 chipcard, format 54.03 mm x 85.75 mm, thickness 76/100 mm,
compliant with ISO standards 7810 and 7811
Four-colour offset printed recto/verso
Suitable for European Parliament voting system
European manufacture
(EP will supply sample)

Fabric badges with adhesive backing for use on clothing
Individual labels four-colour printed with ‘Euroscola’ and the symbol of a working group
(there are 6 working groups with the following symbols respectively: square, diamond, circle,
trapezium, arrow, triangle)
European manufacture

OPTION

T-SHIRT
Quality: 100% cotton with single-colour printed text ‘EUROSCOLA’
Fabric weight: 160gr/m²
Sizes: L and XL
Round neckline, taped
Reinforced sleeve, neckline and hem stitching
European brand. Manufacture to be subject to environmental and child-protection
certification (certificates to be supplied with sample)

Samples of each item must be submitted with your tender; these samples will become the
property of the European Parliament.





 
   

Environmental protection (EMAS)  
in the European Parliament buildings 

For staff of companies working for the European Parliament 

 
What is EMAS? 

EMAS is the system used by the European Parliament (EP) to reduce the impact of its activities on the 
environment. EMAS is an environmental management system (EMS) based on ISO standard 14001:2004 and 
EMAS regulations 1221/2009. The Parliament began to apply EMAS following a Bureau decision in 2004.  
 
The President and the Secretary-General of the EP signed the EMAS policy. This document committed the 
Parliament to continually reducing its impact on the environment in areas such as the production of office 
and kitchen waste, the handling of dangerous substances, CO2 emissions to fight global warming, energy, 
water and paper consumption, respect for environmental legislation, staff training etc. 
 
How can my company contribute to improving the environment at the European Parliament? 
You contribute by respecting current environmental legislation, as well as all environmental instructions and procedures. Your 
company should ensure that all staff who perform tasks which have a significant environmental impact have received the 
necessary training. Your company therefore plays an essential part in improving environmental quality at the EP.  
 
Our environmental commitment is also set out in the obligations that appear in our new contracts: ‘The contractor undertakes 
to respect (…) the environmental characteristics of the contract and any other similar condition imposed by the specification 
and explained, where necessary, in the contractor's tender. The European Parliament reserves the right to carry out any 
checks and inspections direct with the contractor, necessary to ensure that the environmental requirements imposed are being 
respected (…) Any failure on the part of the contractor to comply with the environmental obligations imposed or any refusal to 
be checked by the European Parliament or a duly authorised body will allow the European Parliament to terminate the 
contract’. 
 
If you use substances that are dangerous for the environment, you are obliged to 
respect the legislation in force and to know the EP's environmental procedures. For 
more information, please consult your contact at the European Parliament. 

 
 
If you are in one of our buildings and you discover an accident with significant environmental consequences 
(such as a fire, explosion, leak of water, fuel oil, gas, oil or any other dangerous substance), please inform the 
Security Service (      85112). The same number can be used for medical emergencies. 
 

 
We are grateful to the European Parliament's contractors and subcontractors for their 
valuable contribution to the sorting, storage and recycling of waste. We would remind you of 
the importance of sorting waste properly and kindly request that you make your colleagues 
aware of the importance of your role for the environment. 
 

And what can my company do if it causes other types of environmental damage? 
If your company's activities for the European Parliament cause other types of environmental damage (consumption of 
paper, fuel, electricity, water, production of other types of waste etc.) you can consult your contact at the European 
Parliament in order to try and improve your environmental performance (the EMAS coordination team will also be happy to 
help you). 
 
Some tips for every day: 
   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Has the European Parliament already made real progress for the environment?  The EP has long been working to improve the 
environment. Here are some of its achievements: 
 
- The EP has undertaken to reduce its CO2 emissions by 30% by 2020.  
- The Parliament sorts and recycles its waste, paying special attention to hazardous products.  
- The Parliament uses electricity from 100% renewable sources, at all three of its sites.  
- The EP integrates environmental clauses into its public procurement contracts.  

 
Did you know that the Parliament has obtained EMAS and ISO 14001:2004 certification? So 
external environmental audits will be carried out each year and your involvement in the 
environmental management system will also be evaluated. 
 

                                                EMAS is you! 
 

 
 

 
EMAS-214 

 
                We look forward to your proposals and suggestions at emas@europarl.europa.eu or on ;     (+352.4300) 22500 

Save energy. Turn off the light when it isn't needed and 
save electricity. 

Save water. Turn the tap off completely and alert the 
appropriate department if you discover a leak.

Take the stairs instead. It's better for your health and 
better for the environment! 

Use public transport for your journeys. Transport is 
one of the largest sources of CO2 emissions. 

Signing of the EMAS 
policy on 28 September 

2010 

Recycle your waste. Please collect your waste and 
use the appropriate bins. Waste which isn't sorted 
cannot be recycled! 
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Annex [III]: Declaration on the tenderer’s honour concerning the exclusion
criteria and absence of conflicts of interest

Official name of the candidate/tenderer:
.......................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................

Official address:
.......................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................

Official legal form (only for legal person):
.......................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................

I, the undersigned, Mr/Ms …...................................., in my capacity as the
[candidate’s/tenderer’s] authorised representative1, hereby declare on my honour that:

(a) the candidate/tenderer is not bankrupt or being wound up, is not having his/her affairs
administered by the courts, has not entered into an arrangement with creditors, has not
suspended business activities, is not the subject of proceedings concerning those
matters, or is not in any analogous situation arising from a similar procedure provided
for in national legislation or regulations;

(b) the candidate/tenderer or persons having powers of representation, decision making or
control over the candidate/tenderer have not been convicted of an offence concerning
their professional conduct by a judgment of a competent authority of a Member State
which has the force of res judicata;

(c) the candidate/tenderer has not been guilty of grave professional misconduct proven by
any means which the contracting authority can justify including by decisions of the EIB
and international organisations;

(d) the candidate/tenderer is in compliance with his/her obligations relating to the payment
of social security contributions and the payment of taxes in accordance with the legal
provisions of the country in which he/she is established or with those of the country of
the contracting authority or those of the country where the contract is to be performed;

(e) the candidate/tenderer or persons having powers of representation, decision making or
control over the candidate/tenderer have not been the subject of a judgment which has
the force of res judicata for fraud, corruption, involvement in a criminal organisation,
money laundering or any other illegal activity, where such illegal activity is detrimental
to the Union’s financial interests;

(f) the candidate/tenderer is not subject to an administrative penalty imposed by the
contracting authority under Article 109(1) of the Financial Regulation2;

1 Delete as appropriate.
2 The contracting authority will check in the central exclusion database whether an administrative penalty is

still in force.
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Comments:

.......................................................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................

I hereby undertake to supply any documents specifically requested from me.

The undersigned is aware of the fact that contracts may not be awarded to candidates or
tenderers who, during the procurement procedure:

(1) are subject to a conflict of interest in connection with the contract; a conflict of interest
could arise in particular as a result of economic interests, political or national affinities,
family or emotional ties or any other relevant connection or shared interest;

(2) are guilty of misrepresentation in supplying the information required by the contracting
authority as a condition of participation in the procurement procedure or fail to supply
this information;

(3) find themselves in one of the situations of exclusion ((a) to (f) above), referred to in
Article 106(1) of the Financial Regulation, for the procurement procedure.

In addition, I, the undersigned, declare on my honour that:

- the candidate/tenderer will inform the contracting authority, without delay, of any
situation considered a conflict of interest or which could give rise to a conflict of
interest;

- the candidate/tenderer has not granted and will not grant, has not sought and will not
seek, has not attempted and will not attempt to obtain, and has not accepted and will not
accept any advantage, financial or in kind, to or from any party whatsoever, constituting
an illegal practice or involving corruption, either directly or indirectly, as an incentive or
reward relating to the award or the execution of the contract;

- the information provided to the European Parliament within the context of this invitation
to tender is accurate, sincere and complete.

Date: ............................ Signature: ...............................................



Annex [IV]: Financial identification form - Supplier

FINANCIAL IDENTIFICATION FORM
SUPPLIER

ACCOUNT HOLDER
Title / Legal Entity

SURNAME

FIRST NAME

ADDRESS Street

Number Postcode

TOWN / CITY Country

VAT-Number

BANK ACCOUNT

IBAN
(Obligatory)

CODE SWIFT (BIC) CURRENCY

BANK ACCOUNT
(National Format)

NAME OF THE BANK

ADDRESS Street

Number Postcode

TOWN / CITY Country

Stamp of the bank + Signature of the bank's representative (Obligatory)

REMARKS: Reserved for the Administration of the European Parliament

SUPPLIER NUMBER TYPE OF SUPPLIER

DATE + SIGNATURE of a representative of the
Authorising Officer (Obligatory)

* If possible, please attach a copy of a recent bank statement. The statement must contain all the
information specified above under 'Bank account details' and 'Bank'. If you attach a statement, the
bank stamp and the signature of the bank's representative are not required. The signature of the bank
account holder is required in all cases.
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Annex [V]: Information sheet concerning consortiums of economic
operators

Official name of the member authorised by the consortium1:
...................................................................................................................................................

Official address:
.......................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................

Legal form of the consortium2:
.......................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................

I, the undersigned, Mr/Ms …, representing the authorised representative of the consortium of
operators submitting this tender, hereby declare that I have noted the conditions laid down by
the European Parliament for submission of a tender by a consortium and that the submission
of a tender and the signing of this declaration imply acceptance of those conditions:

‘The consortium of economic operators shall furnish proof of its legal form in the tender. This
may take one of the following forms:

- an entity with legal personality recognised by a Member State;
- an entity without legal personality but offering sufficient protection of the European

Parliament’s contractual interests (depending on the Member State concerned, this
may be, for example, a consortium or a temporary association);

- the signature by all the partners of a type of 'power of attorney' or equivalent
document confirming a form of cooperation.

The document supplied must prove the consortium's actual status. In that document or in an
annex thereto, the economic operators making up the consortium shall undertake, as tenderers,
to bear joint and several liability during performance of the contract, should it be awarded to
them.

The European Parliament may accept other legal forms not referred to above, provided that
they ensure the parties’ joint and several liability and are compatible with performance of the
contract. However, in the contract to be signed with the consortium the European Parliament
will refer expressly to the existence of such joint and several liability. In addition, it reserves
the right to require, contractually, the appointment of an authorised representative who may
represent the members and who is empowered, inter alia, to issue invoices on behalf of the
other members.’

1 State the name and address of the member authorised by the other members of the consortium to represent
it. If no authorisation has been given, all consortium members must sign this declaration.

2 To be indicated if a precise form has been chosen by the consortium members. If that is not the case, leave
blank.
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Information on members of consortium

Name of member of
consortium

Address of member of
consortium

Name of member’s
representative

Descriptions of technical,
professional and

economic capacities 3

Date: ............................ Signature: ...............................................

3 Should such a description already have been provided in the tender, reference may be made to precisely
where that description appears.



Annex [VI]: Declaration concerning subcontractors

Name of the tenderer:

I, the undersigned, Mr/Ms …, in my capacity as representative of the above-mentioned
tenderer, hereby declare that, in the event that the contract, or one or more lots thereof, is
awarded to the tenderer, the following economic operators will act as subcontractors:

Details of subcontracting

Name &
address of

subcontractor

Description of the subcontracted
part of the contract

Value of subcontracted
part of contract (in EUR
and as a percentage of

estimated total amount of
contract)

I acknowledge that the European Parliament reserves the right to request information on the
financial, economic, technical and professional resources of the proposed subcontractor(s) and
that the European Parliament may demand the requisite proof to establish whether the
subcontractors comply with the exclusion criteria applying to tenderers.

In this context, the European Parliament reserves the right to reject any proposed
subcontractor not complying with the exclusion and/or selection criteria.

Furthermore, the European Parliament must be informed by the Contractor of any subsequent
use of subcontracting not provided for in the tender. The European Parliament therefore
reserves the right to accept or reject any subcontractor proposed during the performance of the
contract. Accordingly, it may demand the requisite proof to establish whether a subcontractor
complies with the requisite criteria. The European Parliament’s authorisation will always be
granted in writing.

If the contract is awarded to a tenderer who proposes a subcontractor in his tender, this
equates to giving consent for the subcontracting.

Date: ............................ Signature: ...............................................



Annex [VII]: LOT 1 price list

LOT 1 – Organisational costs

Outline of costs for a standard day EUR / day

1 main organiser
excl. tax

5 assistant organisers excl. tax

Total costs for a standard day excl. tax

OPTIONS:
Maximum of 20 days a year

Cost of 1 additional assistant organiser
1/2 day excl. tax

Cost of 1 additional assistant organiser
1 day excl. tax

Cost of 1 usher *
1 day excl. tax

Total cost of options for one day excl. tax

Additional charge for Saturdays, Sundays and
public holidays

%

* One or more ushers (max. 4) may be required on a full-time basis for each event, depending on
Parliament's needs.



Annex [VII]: LOT 2 price list

LOT 2 – Promotional material

Estimated annual quantities
Quantity

p.a.
Unit price

(€ net)
Total price

(€ net)
Medals 110

Sweatshirts (4 colourways) 400

Baseball caps (4 colourways) 400

Document wallets 600

European flags 600
Clear plastic badge holders (for
teachers, observers and
journalists) 1 800

Voting cards 9 000
Fabric committee badges
(for students) 12 000

Total

OPTION:

T-shirts 10 000

These figures are estimates; orders for each promotional item will be placed annually.



Annex [VIII]: Financial data sheet

To be completed by the tenderer or by each company in the case of a consortium with a joint representative, on
the basis of the financial statements for the last three financial years, which must be attached.

Turnover

Total turnover for the last three financial years

Year n-1 ..................................................................................... EUR
Year n-2 ..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-3 ..................................................................................... EUR

Profit

Total net profit after tax for the last three financial years

Year n-1 ..................................................................................... EUR
Year n-2 ..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-3 ..................................................................................... EUR

Assets available in the short term

Total assets1 available within one year

Year n-1 ..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-2 ..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-3 ..................................................................................... EUR

Short-term debt

Total debt 2 due within one year

Year n-1 ..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-2 ..................................................................................... EUR

Year n-3 ..................................................................................... EUR

Certified true and accurate.

Done at …......................... on ….....................................

Signature(s):

1 Debts receivable within not more than one year, orders in progress, cash investments, available securities
and adjustment accounts.

2 All debt of any kind due within not more than one year, and adjustment accounts.



Annex [IX]: Label to be affixed to the outer and inner envelopes when a
tender is sent

To be used and completed to help ensure that the tender is sent to the relevant department at the
European Parliament



EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

Official Mail Unit
1, avenue du Président Robert Schuman

F-67070 Strasbourg Cedex

INVITATION TO TENDER No COMM/DG/AWD/2014/28

For the attention of Mr Martinez-Guillen, Strasbourg Office

NOT TO BE OPENED BY THE MAIL UNIT

OR ANY UNAUTHORISED PERSON



In the case of several packages or envelopes: make copies of the label and repeat the operation
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